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The Nature of Nature

this book will advance three central arguments. First, it will assert that the
planet Earth is in trouble. It will note that there is growing evidence that nature,
consisting of living organisms, natural resources, and environmental goods, is experiencing extinction, exhaustion, and pollution at an alarming rate. Second, the book
will argue that, by and large, humans have been unsuccessful in reversing or even
slowing this trend. This failure of response has been due to two mistakes: (1) the
selection of the wrong normative standard by which to assess threats to natural
resources, and (2) an insensitivity to an integral “nonuse” facet of nature and natural
resources. Third, the book will suggest that policy makers and lawmakers should,
and ultimately will need to, recognize and legitimate the intrinsic, nonanthropomorphic value of nature and its many resources when not used by humans. This
nonuse function may be best acknowledged by conferring on natural resources a
legal right of nonuse, which is basically a right to be left alone. When humans do not
overuse nature, and when nature is allowed to operate without human intervention,
it may then perform the natural functions that originally permitted this planet to
become the platform for the rise of all living things, including humans.
A list of planetary maladies could go on and on. Such a list would include, but
not be limited to, habitat loss, species extinctions, ecosystem alteration, release
of vast quantities of fossil carbon that the planet took hundreds of millions of years
to store away, warmer global climate, melting arctic ice and mountain glaciers,
higher sea levels, increase in the amount of nitrogen fixed on land, and atmospheric
carbon-dioxide levels that are expected to remain high for thousands of years.
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Introduction

Unlike previous planetary changes, this transformation of the natural environment
has been largely brought about by one source—the humans who populate the earth.
These humans are not merely residents of the planet: They are now critical to its
workings. They are shaping and affecting, and affecting adversely, most every aspect
of the natural world.1
Humans, particularly biologists, earth scientists, and policy makers, are not
unaware of the troublesome, if not catastrophic, environmental and ecological
changes that are the inevitable consequence of relentless human activity.2 However,
the environmental and resource-protective fixes that humans have added to their
laws, rules, and legal requirements do not seem to be working. The planet still experiences anthropomorphic assaults on its natural objects, organisms, and systems.
Despite a promiscuous array of both proposed and adopted government standards
for saving the planet, there has been a continuous deterioration of nature, natural
resources, and environmental goods.3 Humans have caused the troubles with the
planet’s natural and environmental resources, but our legal and institutional responses
have been unable to reign in our own activities that create these problems.
There are two central reasons for this failure of response. One explanation involves
the normative standard that the United States and most nations have selected for
judging the worth or effectiveness of these legal and institutional responses to natural resources depletion and contamination. That normative standard has been built
upon an instrumentalist human welfare valuation. Resource conservation and environmental laws have traditionally been adopted only when problems with nature
have negatively impacted humans in some way. Laws have been advanced and judged
according to a normative stance that reflects a strong anthropocentric component—
the issue has not been whether the laws have improved the health and viability of
nature, but whether they have adequately protected the future welfare of humans.
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It is one of the central theses of this book that this anthropocentric standard is too
limited. An alternative ethical imperative is now needed, one that gives equal countervailing weight to the needs and intrinsic nonanthropocentric value of nature and
natural resources. The normative standard by which to judge legal and governmental
responses to environmental problems should also reflect the worth of nature and
natural systems irrespective of humans.4
Another explanation for the failure of laws and government initiatives to address
the problems of natural resource loss and pollution lies in a stubborn refusal to decipher the codebook of nature. To understand the workings of this planet, one must
recognize a heretofore-ignored universal law of nature: All natural resources—the
atmosphere, the waters, the wildlife, the vegetation, the land—have two essential
components, a use and nonuse function.
Humans have, historically, only been interested in the “use” component of
resources. From the time that Homo sapiens emerged on this earth, nature’s wealth
has been perceived to have value only if it is used. This strictly utilitarian view carried
into our laws. The law of private property, for example, holds that one of the most
essential features of the property right is the right for the owner to use the property.5
Nonuse, by contrast, was grounds to divest the owner of a property interest.6 Even
environmental protective laws were adopted because we began to realize that environmental goods had human health value when we used them as something other
than a sink in which to dump our garbage. Resource protective laws were similarly
adopted to regulate human activities that depleted commodity goods, such as forests, or destroyed preservation landscapes, such as wilderness. In both cases, humans
wanted to use the now-safeguarded resource, either for future development or aesthetic purposes.
But what has been overlooked in most of the legal responses to environmental
damage or resource eradication has been the equally important nonuse component
of natural resources. This dimension of all resources is vital to the planet when
humans do not actively use the resource. When we leave them alone, natural resources
perform services and play roles essential to the earth’s vitality. In other words, when
humans do not use a resource, it is not without worth; it is then able to serve functions essential to the viability of the natural world. It is, after all, the future of this
natural world that is at risk, and this world should be our focus, not just the humans
who now happen to inhabit it.
The earth’s workings created the virtual Garden of Eden that Homo sapiens
encountered when they emerged as the planet’s dominant species. It was the nonuse
component that created the conditions that allowed all life to come forth. One
reason for the failure of our legal response to combat resource and environmental
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Introduction

assaults has been the absence of laws that first acknowledge and then empower this
nonuse part of all natural resources.7
If the twin causes of a persistent failure to address serious threats to natural and
environmental resources are (1) our traditional anthropocentric focus when legal
responses are fashioned, and (2) our omission of the nonuse component of resources
when considering how best to protect the planet, then what is needed now would be
a nonanthropocentric response that legitimates the nonuse value of natural resources.
What is needed, and what is proposed in this book, is the creation of a legally recognized right of nonuse, held not by humans, but by the natural resources themselves.8
The purpose of this book is to lay out, through multiple disciplines, the reasons for,
and the operation of, such an unprecedented right.
Part II below considers the social and economic history of how natural resources
have traditionally been used by humans, and how lately humans have valued resource
nonuse when it suits their limited anthropocentric purpose. Part II relies on game
theory to explain why and how humans used resources, protected resource nonuse
when it suited their anthropogenic purposes, and should now legitimate purely ecocentric resource nonuse values. Part III is a history of how laws, legal institutions,
and government bodies have responded first to resource use demands, and then to
calls for resource nonuse when humans will be benefited. Part IV argues, using the
disciplines of evolutionary biology, science, and economics (primarily game theory)
that the nonuse component of natural resources is not only an inherent part of all
natural resources, but a feature of nature that may bring about a more optimal result
for the planet, if it is recognized and legitimated by legal institutions. Part V discusses the practical parameters of such a right of nonuse. The chapters in Part V
review how current laws are beginning to reflect nonanthropocentric nonuse values,
how a workable “right” of nonuse might be created, and how natural resources
would be empowered to assert their own right of nonuse.
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